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This paper presents a correlative analysis of the dependent variable - surface resistance in the function of the pre-treatments and independent variables (mass, 
air permeability, thickness) obtained after coating treatments with dispersions based on graphene oxide. 
This study presents several approaches to obtain composites with conductive properties using different pretreatment (coating with polyacrylate, chitosan or 
fluorocarbon-based water repellent for hydrophobization or RF plasma O2 for hydrophilization) and graphene oxide coating using ultrasound treatments. The 
functionalization was performed using textile substrates immersed and ultrasonically treated with graphene oxide-based dispersion, followed by drying, 
immersion in sodium dithionite solution, rinsing with distilled water and final drying. The influence of the first pretreatment on the surface conductivity after 
coating with graphene oxide dispersion, using ultrasonic treatment, was evident when the surface resistances were compared for different samples treated 
initially with chitosan, NUVA TTC or polyacrylate, followed by coating with graphene oxide. However, we observed that the surface resistance varies from specific 
values for conductive materials (105 Ω) to antistatic materials (109-1010  Ω), depending on the initial pretreatment.  

Samples treated by immersion in dispersion based on ethanol containing PVP and GO, after drying at room temperature, present surface resistance between 
104 - 106 Ω, indicating a conductive - semiconductive character; 
Textile supports treated in RF plasma with O2 (RF1 generator 13.56 MHz or RF2 generator at the frequency of 40 kHz and power of 50… 200W), followed by 
immersion in solution based on ethanol containing PVP and GO show the surface resistance 104, indicating a conductive character; 
In case of samples functionalized in plasma and treated by immersion in polymer dispersions based on ethanol, PVP and GO, it was observed that become 
conductive after drying at room temperature (20 °C) after 120 minutes; 
Analyzing the correlation coefficients we observed that Rs and M, respective Pa are in direct correlation because the correlation coefficients are positive. In 
addition, Rs and δ are in inverse correlation because the correlation coefficient is negative. 
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Laboratory Tests: 
-Surface resistance (Rs) – using resistance meter  
tester based on 2 concentric electrodes; 
-Air permeability (Pa); 
-Mass (M); 
-Thickness (δ). 

                    Rs=f(Thickness, Air Permeability)                                                                            Rs=f(Mass, Thickness)                                                                                          Rs=(Air Permeability, Thickness) 

Textile composites based GO 

Potential uses of graphene oxide for supercapacitors, membranes, sensors, and solar cells and several ways of obtaining the electroconductive textile-based 
graphene oxide are presented in numerous scientific papers.  
In order to develop the conductive textile composites based graphene oxide, the initial textile samples were treated to obtain hydrophobic/hydrophilic character, 
followed by ultrasound treatments with graphene oxide dispersed in ethanol. 

  Initial sample           Composite based GO   Initial sample             Composite based GO 

Development of the textile composites based graphene oxide (GO): 
1. Preliminary  treatment of the textile support: coating with polyacrylate, chitosan 
or fluorocarbon-based water repellent for hydrophobization or RF plasma O2 for 
hydrophilization; 
2. Coating the textile support with GO by immersion of the textile samples in polymeric 
dispersion based ethanol, GO  and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), followed by ultrasound 
treatments. 
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Correlation coefficients: 


